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Implementing a Decision Support Module in
Distributed Multi-Agent System for Task
Allocation Using Granular Rough Model
Sally M. El-Ghamrawy, Ali I. El-Desouky and MostafaSaleh

Abstract—A Multi-Agent System (MAS) is a branch of
distributed artificial intelligence, composed of a number of
distributed and autonomous agents. In MAS, an effective
coordination is essential for autonomous agents to reach their
goals. Any decision based on a foundation of knowledge and
reasoning can lead agents into successful cooperation, so to
achieve the necessary degree of flexibility in coordination, an
agent requires making decisions about when to coordinate and
which coordination mechanism to use. The performance of any
MAS depends directly with the right decisions that the agents
made. Therefore the agents must have the ability of making
right decisions. In this paper, we propose a decision support
module in a distributed multi-agent system, which enables any
agent to make decisions needed for Task allocation problem;
we propose an algorithm for Task Allocation Decision Maker
(TADM) based on Granular Rough Model (GRM).
Furthermore, a number of experiments were performed to
validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm (TADM));
we compare the efficiency of our algorithms with recent
frameworks. The preliminary results demonstrate the
efficiency of our algorithms
Index Terms—Decision Making, Task allocation, Coordination
Mechanism, Multi-Agent System (MAS), Rough Set, Granular
Computing

I.

INTRODUCTION

The notion of distributed intelligent systems (DIS) [1] has
been a subject of interest for number of years. A MultiAgent system (MAS) is one of the main areas in the DIS.
Any Multi-agent system consists of several agents capable
of mutual interaction, with heterogeneous capabilities, that
cooperate with each others to pursue some set of goals, or to
complete a specific task. MAS used to solve problems
which are difficult or impossible for an individual agent or
monolithic system to solve. Agents are autonomous
programs which can understand an environment, take
actions depending upon the current status of the
environment using its knowledge base and also learn so as
to act in the future. In order to solve complex problems
agents have to cooperate and exhibit some level of
autonomy. Agents cooperate with each other to solve large
and complex collaborative problems. Because the majority
of work is completed through distributing the tasks among
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the cooperative agents, the decision support module is
responsible on the most of the work. So the pros and cons in
decision support module directly affect on the success of
tasks completion and problem solving. In [2], we proposed a
Distributed Multi-Agent Intelligent System (DMAIS,) a
general purpose agent framework, in which several
interacting intelligent agents cooperate with some auxiliary
agents to pursue some set of goals or tasks that are beyond
their individual capabilities. There are some modules must
be considered in designing the Distributed Multi-Agent
Intelligent System (DMAIS) that help in developing in the
agent systems. There are many researches considered some
modules when designing multi-agent systems (MAS) in
different ways. Each autonomous agent in DMAIS must be
able to decide how to behave in various situations, so in this
paper our main concern is to propose an efficient decision
support module that helps in the improvement of DMAIS
performance.
Agents have attractive characteristics like: autonomy,
reactivity, reasoning capability and social ability. These
characteristics ensure that agent-based technologies are
responsible for enhancing the decision support system
capabilities beyond the capabilities of the old model. Any
active decision support can be facilitated by the autonomy,
reactivity and social ability of agents. Furthermore, the
artificial view of agents can contribute towards stronger
collaborative relationships between a human and a decision
support system. These enormous interests of researchers in
investigating the decision support in Multi-Agent Systems is
due to the great benefits of combining the decision support
technology and Agent-based technology with taking the
advantage of the agent characteristics. In this sense, many
researches [3-7] recognized the promise that agent -based
technologies holds for enhancing DSS capabilities.
Decision support module is a vital module in the success
of DMAIS framework, due to the fact that any decision
based on a foundation of knowledge and reasoning can lead
agents into successful cooperation. So the performance of
any multi-agent system depends directly with the right
decisions that the agents made. Obviously, complex decision
making tasks cannot be achieved by a single agent. Rather,
it’s achieved by efforts coordination of multiple agents
possess different sets of expertise, attributes and assignment.
This coordination among agents, which provide satisfactory
solutions to problems among agents, needs many decisions
that agents are required to make before this coordination can
take place. So the Decision support module role is to allow
agents to make the decision needed, which can help in the
improvement of the DMAIS framework. In this paper, we
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In the DMAIS framework [2], the decision support
module takes the information collected in the coordination
and negotiation module, as shown in fig 1, so that it can help
in the decision support process.
Coordination Module

Negotiation Module
Decision Support
Module

Planning Module
Scheduling Module
Execution Module

Figure 1. The Decision Support Module in DMAIS Framework
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extended the work done in DMAIS [2] by proposing a
Decision support module in it, this module is concerned
about taking the right decisions needed to allocate a specific
task to a specific agent, by using the Task Allocation
Decision Maker sub-module (TADM). So we spotted on
these decisions due to the great importance for them in the
improvement of agents’ coordination in DMAIS framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as following. Section 2
demonstrates the proposed decision support module. Section
3 discusses the related work on task allocation in Multiagent Systems. An algorithm for the Task Allocation
Decision Maker (TADM) is proposed in section 4, showing
the scenario of our algorithm in allocating tasks to specific
agent/s. section 5 shows the proposed granular rough model
that used in TADM. Section 6shows the experimental
evaluation and the results obtained after implementing the
proposed algorithm. Section 7 summarizes major
contribution of the paper and proposes the topics for future
research.

Module
Evaluator

Figure 2. Architecture of the Decision Support Module

The Decision support module is activated when a decision
is needed from the agent, we concerned about two main
decisions that the agent may face: (1) the decision needed to
allocate a specific task to a specific agent, making an
effective decision for the task allocation problem is a critical
job for any multi-agent system; it helps our DMAIS
framework to complete its tasks and missions through
cooperation among agents. The Task Allocation Decision
Maker sub-module (TADM) is responsible for making this
decision. (2) The decision needed to select appropriate
coordination mechanism, when agents need to coordinate
with another agent/s to accomplish a specific task.
The decision support module contains four main phases,
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as shown in figure 2, first is the decision knowledge
management that contains:
•
The database: contains the data that directly related
to the decision problem (i.e. the performance measures,
the values of nature states).
•
The knowledge base: contains the descriptions for
roles and structures of document and some knowledge of
the problem itself, (i.e. Guide for how to select decision
alternatives or how to interpret outputs).
•
The knowledge modeling: is a repository contains
the decision problem formal models and the algorithms
and methodologies for developing outcomes from the
formal models. Also contains different process models,
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each model is represented as a set of process and event
objects.
Second phase is the data organizer, which organizes
agent’s attributes using the agent state evaluator and
organizes task’s preferences by using task state evaluator
The agent state evaluator estimates the attributes and
capabilities of agents, in our work we concerned on specific
attributes and characteristics of the agent that will help in
the decision making procedure, as shown in fig 3, where:

Figure 3. Attributes, Capabilities and behaviors of Agents

Agent attributes is defined as a tuple
<AgentID(A), Addrs(A)>
(1)
Where AgentID(A) is the identity of the agent, Addrs(A)
records the IP address of agent A.Agent Capability is
defined as a tuple
<Availability(A), Ability(A), Intensity(A)>
(2)
Where Availability(A) is the ratio of total number of
successful agents, capable of accomplishing the task, to the
total number of agents in the system,
AVLB(T)= SUC(A) / TOT (A)
(3)
Ability(A) indicates number of agents capable of
fulfilling the task.Intensity(A) refers to the number of tasks
that the agents can accomplish per time unit.
Agent Behaviors is defined as a tuple
< Task History(A), Active degree(A), Dependency(A)> (4)
Where task history(A) stores the number of accomplished
tasks that the agent(A) performed. Active degree(A)
indicates the activity degree of a specific agent, this degree
varies from agent to another according to many parameters
(e.g. number of finished tasks, number of cooperation
process).Agent Dependency(A) is concerned with the
Cooperation Degree of an Agent(A) with respect to other
agents in the system.
Third phase is divided into two main Sub-modules:
(1)The Task Allocation Decision Maker (TADM) ,this submodule will be discussed in details in the next sections, and
(2) The Coordination Mechanism Selection Decision Maker
(CMSDM), that takes the decision needed to select
appropriate coordination mechanism, when agents need to
coordinate with another agent/s to accomplish a specific task,
it will be discussed in our future work. Both of them are
responsible on making the proper decisions according to the
input obtained from the Data organizer phase. The module
evaluator phase is the fourth phase, it has two main goals:
first, take the action that the third phase decided to be taken.
Second, evaluate the results of taking this action.
III.

RELATED WORK

The task allocation in Multi-Agent Systems represent a
problem which occupied to a large extends the researchers
87

of decision support and artificial intelligence until our days.
Tasks allocation is defined, in [8], as the ability of agents to
self-organize in groups of agents in order to perform one or
more tasks which are impossible to perform individually. In
our context, it is a problem of assigning responsibility and
problem solving resources to an agent. There are two main
benefits for Minimizing task interdependencies in the
coordination process between the agents: First, improving
the
problem
solving
efficiency
by
decreasing
communication overhead among the agents. Second,
improving the chances for solution consistency by
minimizing potential conflicts. The issue of task allocation
was one of the earliest problems to be worked on in
Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) research. In this
sense, several authors studied the problem related to Task
Allocation especially in MAS. The researches in task
allocation can be classified in to two main parts, centralized
and distributed, based on utility/cost functions.
The researches that investigate the task allocation
problem in a centralized manner: Zheng and Koenig [9]
presented reaction functions for task allocation to
cooperativeagents. The objective is to find a solution with a
small teamcost and each target to be assigned to the exact
number ofdifferent agents. This work assumed that there is a
centralplanner to allocate tasks to agents. Kraus et al. [10]
proposed an auction based protocol which enables agents to
formcoalitionswith time constrains. This protocol assumed
eachagent knows the capabilities of all others, and one
manageris responsible for allocating tasks to all coalitions.
Pinedo[11] proposed a job shop scheduling treats the task
allocation mostly in a centralized manner, and also ignores
the communication cost. There are many drawbacks in the
centralized task allocation like single point failure and bad
scalability. To conquer these disadvantages, Task allocation
in distributed environments has also been investigated.
Davis and Smith [12] was the first in investigating a classic
distributed task allocation in the multi–agent system using
Contract Net Protocol (CNP), in which agents negotiate to
assign tasks among themselves. Most of the subsequent
literature on distributed task allocation is based on either
contract net protocol or auctions [13]. The authors in [14]
and [15] developed distributed algorithms with low
communication complexity for forming coalitions in largescale multi-agent systems. Abdallah and Lesser [16]
provided a decision theoretic model in order to limit the
interactions between agents and mediators. Mediators in this
research mean the agents which receive the task and have
connections to other agents. Mediators have to decompose
the task into subtasks and negotiate with other agents to
obtain commitments to execute these subtasks. However,
their work concentrated on modelling the decision process
of a single mediator. Sander et al. [17] presented a scalable
and distributed task allocation protocol. The algorithm
adopted in this protocol is based on computation geometry
techniques but the prerequisite of this approach is that
agents’ and tasks’ geographical positions are known.
Weerdtet al. [18] proposed a distributed task allocation
protocol in social networks. This protocol only allows
neighbouring agents to help with a task which might result
in high probability of abandon of tasks when neighbours
cannot offer sufficient resources. Dayong et al. [19]
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prroposed an Efficient
E
Taskk Allocation Protocol (ET
TAP)
prrotocol basedd on the Conntract Net appproach, but more
suuitable for deealing with taask allocationn problems inn P2P
m
multi-agent
sysstems with a decentralized
d
manner. It ennables
aggents to allocaate tasks not only
o
to their neighbours
n
but also
too commit unfinished
u
tassks to theirr neighbourss for
reeallocation. In this way, the agents can have more
oppportunities too achieve soluution of their tasks
t
Brahmi et al.
[220] developedd a decentrallized and scaalable methodd for
coomplex task allocation
a
forr Massive Muulti-Agent Syystem,
diistributing thee process of coomputing the optimal alloccation
am
mong all agennts based on the
t hypothesiss: non conflict will
bee generated inn the task alloocation processses. Indeed, while
w
beeing based on
o its Galois Sub-Hieraarchy (GSH) and
coooperation with
w
other aggents, each agent
a
choosess the
apppropriate suub-task that ensures the global alloccation
opptimality. Cheeng and Welllman [21] useed a market based
b
prrotocol for disstributed task allocation.
a
IV.

Then
n this decisionn is tested, it m
may be one off three decisionns:
first,, if the allocaation cannot bbe done, in th
his situation the
t
capaabilities of ageents and demaands of tasks must be definned
all over again, it may
m encounterr any kind of error.
e
second, if
d
is to allocate the task to only one agent, thhen
the decision
task priority mustt be reviewedd to check thee task queue for
f
each
h agent, and depend
d
on thhis queue an action must be
taken
n whether to delay, reject oor execute thiis task. Third,, if
the decision
d
is to allocate the task to more than one ageent,
then the coordinaated agents m
must registered, and the suubordinated agennts
taskss must be disstributed amoong those coo
acco
ording to the algorithm in figgure 5.
TADM algorithm

1.
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20.
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23.
24.
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26.
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28.
29.

TASSK ALLOCATIO
ON DECISION MAKER (TADM
M)

The task alloocation Decision Maker (TA
ADM) main goal
g is
too take the prooper decisionss of allocatingg tasks to the right
aggents. The firsst step in alloccating tasks too specific ageents is
too take the deecision whethher the agennts are capabble of
exxecuting part or
o the entire taask. The alloccation decisionns are
m
made
independdently by each agent
The decisionns needed for the Task alloccation problem
m are
m
mainly
concernned about alloocating the taasks to numbber of
aggents, whetheer these agennts can compplete its taskks by
thhemselves or not. If agennts can’t achhieve the tassk by
thhemselves, theey attempt to give a decisioon to specify other
aggents which have
h
the apprropriate capabbilities and assign
a
thhe task, or partt of the task, to
t those agents. Fig 4 depicts the
sccenario of alloocating tasks too specific ageent/s in the TA
ADM.

30.

Figure 5: The Pseudo codde for TADM algo
orithm

V.

Figuree 4: The Proposedd algorithm used in TADM

First the cappabilities andd behaviors of
o agents muust be
deefined, and allso the demannds of tasks, it’s
i taken from
m the
daata organizer as an input to the TADM
MThe metricss that
faacilitate the decision
d
makiing process must
m
be evaluuated,
annd then we ussed the rough set theory foor classifying these
m
metrics
to obtaain the decisioon of allocatinng tasks to aggent/s.
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Agentt Ai randomly select task T
AinChharge= Ai
For eaach a(i) in G
Ai=Send request ( )
Ai=Wait ressponse( )
If tim
me waited > expiredd time then
Exiit for
En
nd if
Ai=Receivee response( )
Ai=Process response( )
Ai=Store reesponse()
Max-value=
=0
If heelpfulness-value> M
Max-value then
Maax-value = helpfulneess-value
Noominated-agent= a(i))
En
nd if
Next
Xx:
Ai=Chheck (Nominated-aggent( ))
If helppfulness-value(Ai)<
< Nominated-agent then
Ai= seend Response(Nom
minated-agent)
If reeply (Nominated-ageent) =1 then
AinC
Charge= Nominated--agent
Else
Ai= ffind_scnd_highst( )
Go too xx
End iif
Else
AinChharge= Ai
End if

GRANULA
AR COMPUTIN
NG AND ROUG
GH SETS THEOR
RY

Decision-makinng is a difficullt process duee to factors, suuch
i
a
about
incom
mpleteness, im
mprecision, and
a
as information
subjeectivity whichh tend to be prresent in real-life situationss to
lesseer or greater degree. In aaddition, each
h agent in any
a
Multti-Agent Sysstems has incomplete information or
capaabilities for soolving the prroblem, thus it
i has a limitted
view
wpoint and haas no control on the system
m. These factoors
indiccate that the decision
d
makinng in Multi-Ag
gent System can
c
best take place inn a fuzzy envvironment. Th
heories of fuzzzy
sets [23-25] and rough
r
sets [266,27] have been diagnosed to
mod
del these vaguueness and unncertainty, an
nd manipulatiing
the imperfect
i
knoowledge. In deecision supporrt module, theere
mustt be some kinnd of support to extract the knowledge and
a
repreesent any unncertainty thhat might occcur. This fact
fa
motiivated us to use the GrC models with
h RST tools to
analy
ysis the data in
i decision suupport modulee. The main gooal
of using
u
Granularr Rough theoory in our pro
oposed decisiion
supp
port module iss to combine the advantagees of using RS
ST
conccepts with usiing the beneffits of granulaations. Figuree 6
show
ws the propossed Granular Rough Mod
del (GRM), the
t
conccepts used inn Granular Roough theory in the decisiion
supp
port module, is
i also outlineed, to implem
ment the TAD
DM
algorrithm. There are four maain concepts used in GR
RM
mod
del, each conncept illustraated in details in the neext
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relattion is a binarry relation
⊆
wh
hich is:Reflexiive
(xRx
x for any objeect x) or Sym
mmetric (if xR
Ry then yRx) or
Tran
nsitive (if xR
Ry and yRzz then xRz)..In the DMA
AS
prop
posed in the previous
p
chappter, supposee U denotes the
t
wholle MAS. Wheen an agent nneeds a decisiion to be takeen,
the proposed
p
decision support m
module propo
osed is activateed,
and then
t
the attribbutes used in T
TADM algoritthms to descriibe
the process
p
of takiing the decisioon for TADM
M algorithms and
a
the decision
d
attributes D = {d} is illustrated in
i tables 1.
For the TADM algorithm,
a
supppose deno
otes the TAD
DM
algorrithm, there are nine atttributes form
m an equivaleent
relattion:

suubsections, shoowing the algorithms propoosed within thhem.
Data
D Set

Dataa Cleaning

Input The Training Decision Table

Haandling Incompleete Information system
Find Missing Value
V
of Attributes

Set App
proximation

Lower Approxim
mation

Upper Approximation
A

Boundry Region

Data Reduction
R
Dynamic Reductio
on

Reeduced Attributes Set

Data Splitting Metthod Selection

Rule Generation
G
Rule Evaluation
E

,

Decision Rule Selection

Fiigure 6: Granular Rough Model (G
GRM) Used in Deecision Support Module
M

1.. Decision Tab
ble
The first phaase in GRM model
m
presennted is the datta set.
Thhe data set useed is represennted in a table called inform
mation
syystem in whichh each row inn the table represents a casee (e.g.
thhe agent recorrd) and each column repreesents an attriibute.
Objects are attracted byy Granular rough theoryy as
knnowledge exppression systeem, a Multi-A
Agent inform
mation
syystem can be formulated
f
as::
A , U, A,
A V, f
. . . (1)
Where A is set of agents viewpoints, U is non-emptty set
off objects calleed the universse, A is non-eempty finite set
s of
atttributes and V is called vaalue set of atttributes A andd f is
innformation funnction. In ouur context, is expressed as a
M
Multi-Agent
innformation tabble, whose coolumns are laabeled
byy attributes annd rows are labbeled by objeects of interestt. The
enntries of the taable are attribuute values.
Rough set thheory base on philosophy of
o classificatioons so
innformation sysstem should be
b expressed by dividing nonem
mpty finite seet of attributess A into twoo subsets conddition
atttribute C andd decision attrribute D (thiss process is called
c
suupervised learrning) and innformation syystem in this case
caalled decisionn table. A deecision table is an inform
mation
syystem in the foorm is given by:
b
DT = {U, C ∪{D}, V}
. . . (2)
Where C iss a non-emppty finite set set of conddition
atttributes that characterizes
c
a decision cateegory and D∉
∉ C is
deecision attribbute or thee thematic featuresuch that
c :U→ for every c ∈ C, is
i a value of attribute c. This is
acchieved by means of informationn granulationn or
inndiscernibility is at the heaart of rough set
s theory. A finer
grranulation meeans more definable conceept. For R ⊆C
C the
grranule of knnowledge aboout a forest with respecct to
inndiscernibility relation caan be represented as:
, ,
I
IND

IS

( R ) = {(x,
{
x' ) ∈ U

2

| ∀ c ∈ Rc (x)) = c (x' )}

. . (3)
Where
is called the R-indisccernibility relaation.
∈
, then objects x and x’
x are indiscerrnible
Iff ,
from each othher by attribuutes from R. The equivaalence
cllasses of the R-indiscerrnibility relattion are dennoted
byy
.The nottion of indisceernibility is fuundamental to RST.
Innformally, twoo objects in a decision tablle are indiscerrnible
iff one cannot distinguish beetween them on the basis of a
giiven set of atttributes. Hencce, indiscernibbility is a funnction
off the set of attributes under coonsideration. The
inndiscernibility relation foor a given attribute seet is
m
mathematically
y an equivaleence relation.. The equivaalence
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,

,

,

,

,

,

,

TAB
BLEI :THE ATTR
RIBUTES MEAN
NING FOR TASK
KS AND AGENT
TS
AND DEC
CISION

Fo
or TADM alggorithm, the ddecision can be one of thrree
possibilities: (1) The agent ddecides to alllocate the taask
pletely. (2) Thhe agent deciddes that it can
n allocate onlyy a
comp
part of the task. (3)
( The agent decides that it can’t allocaate
t
at all. According
A
to task allocatiion situations, a
the task
samp
ple of decision table for TA
ADM algorith
hms is obtaineed,
as sh
hown in table 2.In real lifee, there are lotts of incompleete
inforrmation system
ms. It means that sometim
mes the attribuute
values for an object are missingg. RST introdu
uced many waays
i
innformation sy
ystems IIS. Thhis
to handle these incomplete
m
using the
t
conccept is used inn second phase of GRM model
conccept of a grannulation becaause it gives a great help in
MAS
S.This becauuse each ageent in any MAS
M
may has
h
incom
mplete inforrmation or ccapabilities for
f
solving the
t
prob
blem.
TABLE II: DEC
CISION TABLE FOR TADM AL
LGORITHMS
U1
U

RT
a1

RT
a1

RT
a3

Rac
1

R
Rac
2

Rac
3

Rab
1

Rab
2

Rab
3

D

1
2
3
4
5

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1
1

1
2
3
1
2

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
2
3
1
2

1
1
2
2
1

Th
hus
somettimes
the
informatio
on
for
an
agen
nt can be incom
mplete. The aagents can be processed at the
t
levell of informatiion granules tthat is the mo
ost suitable froom
theirr local points of
o view. Information granu
ules can comee at
vario
ous levels off granularity. Each agent could exploitt a
certaain formalism
m of informatioon granulation
n engaging with
w
RST
T.So there musst be an algorrithm to deal with missing or
null attributes. In this subsectioon a Missing Value
V
Estimattor
VE) algorithm
m is proposedd to handle th
he IIS based on
(MV
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information granulation. Missing or null values will increase
the uncertainty of information system and the induced rules
will not be trusted. These missing values are represented by
the set of all possible values for the attribute. To indicate
such a situation, a distinguished value, a so-called null value
, ,
is
is usually assigned to those attributes. Let
the information system, for every a ∈A, there is a mapping
a, a:U→ , where
is called the value set of a. If
a∈Acontains a null value (will be denoted as *) for at least
one attribute a ∈A, then is called an IIS, otherwise it is
complete information systems. Recently, the researchers
presented many ways to handle the IIS; these researches can
be classified into two main approaches :(1) Indirectly handle
the IIS(Data Reparation): This approach is to transforming
an IIS to a complete system using estimation methods
(probabilistic and statistical techniques). These estimation
methods mainly work as estimating the null value based on
the appearing frequency of other values with same attribute.
The value gained by these methods maybe not archive the
best efficiency to the classification of decision attribute
because it changes the original information and lead to a
lower support degree and confidence degree. That is to say,
this approach is to replace unknown value of attributes by
either specific subsets of values or statistical values [28-30].
(2) Directly handle the IIS (Model Extension): This
approach is to extend the concepts of RST on complete
information systems for handling IIS. It does not require the
changes in the original system and still is capable of
reducing dispensable knowledge efficiently. By using
knowledge reduction that eliminates only the information
which is not essential from the point of view of
classification or decision making or by relaxing the
requirement of indiscernibility relation of reflexivity,
symmetry and transitivity, i.e., the indiscernibility relation is
extended to inequivalence relations that can process IISs
directly [31-35]. A Missing Value Estimator (MVE)
algorithm is proposed, as shown in figure 7, to handle the
IIS based on information granulation. Suppose that
, ,
is the IIS and let the attribute set isR ⊆C. Based on
Kryszkiewicz , in order to deal directly with IIS we can
define the tolerance relation as follows:
, ∈
| ∀ c ∈ R, c u
c v
c v
. . . (4)
c u
Let SIMR U express the information granular for the
biggest object satisfy the condition.Divide the information
table into granules to i condition attributes. If the one of the i
condition attribute values of the object is *, it will not be
divided into any granules. Information granularity means we
can observe and analysis the same problem from very
different granularities. GQR is called the information
, ,
granularity of information system
for the R ⊆C.
SIM U , SIM U , … . SIMR U| | . . . (5)
Then the definition of information granularity GQR will be:
GQR

| |

∑|

|

|SIMR U | . . . (6)
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Missing Value Estimator (MVE) Algorithm Based on Information
Granulation
Input: Associate R
c c c
I=1,2,……n where n is the number of condition attributes of information
table
I
c ,c ,…..c
Output: Fill the missing values in the information table.
1.
R
R ,R ,…..R
2.
xx:
3.
Calculate SIMR U
4.
Calculate GQ R
5.
Foreach c in c
6.
{
7.
Select c= c
8.
}
9.
Next
10.
Yy:
11.
Foreach c in c
12.
{ Find c (U
13.
Foreachc (U
14.
X=Get CandValue(SIMR U )
15.
Temp(k) = Get NullValue(c (U )
16.
ForeachTemp(k)
17.
Calculate Qulty(c) in Predct(d)
18.
Next
19.
MaxValueOf(Qulty(c))
20.
Go to yy
21.
}
22.
Next
23.
}
24.
Next
25.
Assign C = c , R
c c , I=1,2….n , R={R , R , … . . R }
26.
I
I
c
27.
IfI
then
28.
Exit
29.
Else
30.
Go to mm
31.
End if

Figure 7: The Pseudo Code of MVE Based on Information Granulation

2. Set Approximation
As mentioned in the introduction of RST, set
approximation is the kernel concept in RST. The starting
point of RST is the indiscernibility relation, generated by
information about objects of interest. The indiscernibility
relation is intended to express the fact that due to the lack of
knowledge we are unable to discern some objects employing
the available information. That means that, it is a must to
consider clusters of indiscernible objects, as fundamental
concepts of RST because there is no ability to deal with
single objects. The equivalence classes of the
indiscernibility relation are the basic building blocks from
which sets of cases or objects can be assembled. Sets of
interest to assemble in a supervised learning setting would
typically be the sets of cases with the same value for the
outcome variable. The set approximation concept add a
great benefit in applying it in the decision support module ,
this is because any decision about the presence or absence of
a given category is approximated by lower and upper
approximation of decision concept.
In this extension, a notion of granulation order is
introduced by using the Granular rough theory, in third
phase of GRM model, to propose a Lower approximation
Generator (LAG) algorithm and Upper approximations
Generator (UAG) algorithm, these approximations of a
target set under a granulation order is defined in an
, ,
incomplete information system. Suppose that
is IIS and R ⊆ C. And as showed in the previous sub-section,
SIMR U is a tolerance relation on U, It can be easily shown
that:
SIMR U
∈ SIMR c . . . (7)
Let MaxR U denote the set v ∈ U| u, v ∈ SIMR U ,
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MaxR U is

the maximal set of objects which are possibly
denote the
indistinguishable by R with u. Let /
| ∈
, the classification or the
family sets
knowledge induced by R. A member MaxR U from
will be called a tolerance class or a granule of
/
information. It should be noticed that, in general the
tolerance classes in U/SIMR U do not constitute a partition of
for
U, but they constitute a cover of U, i.e., MaxR U
U .In an incomplete
every u ∈ U , and
∈U Max R U
information system, a cover /SIMR U of U induced by the
tolerance relation SIMR U , provides a granulation world
for describing a concept X. So a sequence of attribute sets
∈ 2 (n = 1, 2... N)can determine a sequence of granulation
worlds, from the most rough one to the most fine one. Based
on RST approximations, lower and upper approximations
are generated under a granulation order in IIS in the
proposed LAG and UAG algorithms, as shown in figure 8(a)
and 8 (b), respectively.
Input /SIMR c

Input /SIMR c

LA
i=1

HA
i=1

True

i=|U|
False

False

i+=1
False
MaxR U ⊆

True

i=|U|
i+=1
False

True
LA

LA

u

True
HA

Generate LA
Figure 8 (a): LAG algorithm

MaxR U

HA

u

Generate HA

Figure 8(b): UAG algorithm

Let Q is subset of U, Q ⊆ U , ∈ C , and /SIMR c ,that
denote classification under granulation in IIS ,is defined as:
/SIMR c = MaxR

u , MaxR

u

… . , MaxR| | u|U|

. . . (8)

The lower and upper approximation to Q fromU/SIMR c
is defined as:
u ∈ U|MaxR u ⊆ Q . . . ……(9)
lower R Q
Upper R Q
Q
. . . (10)
u ∈ U|MaxR u
The R-boundary region of Q from U/SIMR c equals the
difference between the upper and lower approximations.
R Q R Q . . . (11)
3. Data Reduction Phase
Attribute reduction can be viewed as the strongest and
most characteristic results in RST to distinguish itself from
other theories. Since, in real world it is difficult to identify
all possible causal attributes, it will be necessary to establish
a methodology to identify the critical attributes by
eliminating redundant attributes using feature reduction or
knowledge compression methods in rough set knowledge
systems. This can be achieved by removing the attributes
whose removal will not change the indiscernibility relation.
Attribute reduction aims to find minimal subsets of
attributes, each one of them has the same discrimination
power as the entire attributes. A minimal subset of attributes
that enables the same classification of elements of the
universe as the whole set of attributes is called a reduction,
if it cannot be further reduced without affecting the essential
91

information [36]. The RST provides different methods for
finding which attributes separates one class or classification
from another. RST generates reduced information table,
which implies that the number of evaluation criteria is
reduced with no information loss through rough set
approach. And then, this reduced information is used to
develop classification rules.
The main objective of this section is to propose an
Attribute Reducts Generator algorithm ARG, based on
information granulation, to be embedded in the fourth phase
of GRM model. Based on RST, a lot of attributes reduction
algorithms has been developed recently [37], which can be
classified into two categories: (1) Attribute reduction from
the view of algebra [38,39]. (2)Attribute reduction from the
view of information [40,41]. Algebra view only focuses on
the positive region of a decision system, while information
view also tries to keep the distribution of inconsistent
instances in attribute space besides that. In other words,
information view restricts attribute reduction more
rigorously. Therefore, a reducible attribute in information
view is also reducible in algebra view, but not vice versa.
The challenging issues of these methods are multiple
computations for equivalent classes and huge number of
objects.
Although algebra and information view’s definitions are
different [39], both of them need to compute equivalent
classes. To compute the equivalent classes, let the decision
table is DT= (U, C ∪{D}, V) where d c is a distinguished
attribute called decision. The value set of conditions c is
c , c , … . . c , the value set of decisions d is d , d , … . . d ,
and The value set of objects o is o , o , … . . o .The
notation c o is used to represent the value of a condition
attribute ci ∈ C for an object o ∈ U. Similarly, the notation
d o ) represents the value of the decision attribute d for an
object o . The concept of indiscernibility relation is adopted
to partition the object set U into disjoint subsets, this
partition that includes o is denoted by o R , denoted by
U/R or INDR , as shown:
INDR U/R= o R/ ∈ U . . ………….. (12)
Where
o R/
. . . (13)
o | c∈R
c o
The equivalence classes based on the decision attribute
are denoted byU/ d , as shown:
IND
U/ d = o
|o ∈ U . . . (14)
As described in equation (9) and (10), the objects in R Q
can be classified with certainty as members of Q on the
basis of knowledge in R, while the objects in R Q can be
only classified as possible members of Q on the basis of
knowledge in R. Pos d is the positive region of the
partition U/ d with respect to C, it can be defined as the
set of all elements of U that can be uniquely classified to
blocks of the partition U/ d .
Pos d
R Q . . …..…(15)
Q∈U/
A reduct is a minimal subset of attributes from C that
preserves the positive region and the ability to perform
classifications as the entire attributes set C. A subset R ⊆ C
is a reduct of C with respect to d , iff R is minimal, and:
PosR d
PosC d . . …... ….... (16)
The core is the most important subset of attributes; it is
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included in every reduct. The Core corresponding to this
part of information cannot be removed without loss in the
knowledge that can be derived from it, it can be defined as:
Core A, d

(γ ( C , D ) − γ ( C − { a }, D ))
γ ( C − { a }, D )
= 1−
γ (C , D )
γ (C , D )

. . . (20)
denoted by SigF a and it ranges
0 ≤ SigF(a)
≤ 1 . The more important is the attribute a, the
greater is the number SigF a . SigF DTJ , a denotes the
significance factor of attribute a within all attributes in subdecision table DTJ . The Attribute Reducts Generator
algorithm ARG, shown in figure 9, used to generate reducts
for our decision tables. The scenario of using this algorithm
is: First, the reducts for the whole decision table DT are
calculated by this algorithm. Then this decision table is
randomly divided into new sub-systemDT , and the dynamic
reducts are computed for each sub-table DT , using ARG
algorithm too.
It

can

,d

Let

Input IND = o
|o ∈ U
|o ∈
IND = o

, A=C

Let Pos

CalculateSigF DT, a , a∈

RED A, d . . .………. (17)

Where RED A, d is the set of all reducts of A relative to
d .Decision Table DT=(U, C∩D), where U is a non-empty,
finite set called the universal, C is condition attributes set, D
is decision attributes set, R
U’, C D , U’ U, R is called
sub-decision table of DT. Let p DT denote the set of all
sub-decision system of DT, F ⊆ DT is called aF family of
decision tableDT, RED DT denotes the set which contains
all reducts of decision table DT, and RED R denotes the set
which includes allreducts of sub-decision table R.
A decision system at least exists one reduct, which is just
itself, so the set of reduct is not empty. In many cases, a
given decision table may exist several reducts, as it the case
in our decision tables (table2). Each reduct can product a
rule set, and it is difficult to justify which is the best rule set.
Therefore it is a important to search the most stable reduct,
dynamic reduct is proposed in this case. The Dynamic
reduct of decision table DT, DR (DT, F), is describes as:
DR DT, F
RED DT, d
R∈F RED R, d . . . (18)
Any element of DR(DT, F) is called an F-dynamic reduct of
DT, which describes the most stable reducts in decision
table. From the definition of dynamic reducts, it follows that
a relative reduct of DT is dynamic if it is also a reduct of all
sub-tables from a given family F. This notation can be
sometimes too restrictive, so there is a more general notion
of dynamic reduct is applied, it is called (F, ε)-dynamic
reducts, Where ε is the dynamic reduct threshold and it
ranges 1 ≥ ε ≥ 0. The set DRε(A, F) of all (F, ε)-dynamic
reducts is defined by:
R∈F:R∈RED R,
DR DT, F
1 ε . . . (19)
R ∈ RED DT, d :
|F|
Significance of an attribute can be evaluated by
measuring effect of removing the attribute from decision
table. Let C and D be sets of condition and decision
attributes respectively and let a be a condition attribute, i.e.,
a ∈ C . The number γ ( C , D ) expresses a degree of
consistency of the decision table, or the degree of
dependency between attributes C and D, or accuracy of
approximation of U/D by C. If the attribute a removed, the
coefficient γ ( C , D ) must changes. The difference between
γ ( C , D ) and γ ( C − { a }, D ) is normalized and the
significance of the attribute a, is defined as:
SigF ( C , D ) ( a ) =

Input
=(U A) DT=(U C D)

be
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IND

Ascend |SigF DT, a |
Calculate Pos

False

Pos d
PosRED

d

d
PosRED

Select random c from c
IND
IND
c
Temp=IND

True
d

Temp
Select Max(SigF DT, a
,d
,d
ai

A=

,d

Select random d from d
Temp Temp
d
Ψ=c + d

A=A-{a }

Select random a from
A
Calculate PosRED

False

Pos d
PosRED

,d =

Output

Ψ
True

d

True
d

,d

0

a

Pos

P

d

0
Ψ

Pos

False

c

d

c

Output
d

,d

Figure 9: The Attribute Reducts Generator Algorithm (ARG)

The above algorithm generates RED A, d , is the set of
all reducts of A relative to d by incrementally removing the
least informative attribute from it till there is no change in
the value of dependency function. The positive region of c
with respect to d, Pos d , is also calculated to help in
generating the reducts of our decision tables.
4. Rule Generation Phase
The basic notations of rule generation concept are
introduced in the fifth phase of the GRM model. The rules
generation based on granular rough theory, is the output of
this model. According to the condition attributes of decision
table, the rules are generated. However, not all condition
attributes may need to be checked in the sense that some
condition attributes are essential to classify and the other
attributes are redundant. When the reduced decision table
= {U, C ∪D, V} is obtained from the previous phase.
Once reducts are found, generating a set of decision rules
from this decision table can be an easy process. Every
reduced decision table describes some decisions (actions,
results etc.), when some conditions are satisfied. In other
words, each row of the decision table specifies a decision
rule which determines decisions in terms of conditions [41].
A decision rule expressed as a logical statement: IF
conjunction of elementaryconditionsTHEN disjunction of
elementary decisions. The decision rule constructed is
denoted from a subset B ⊆ C of condition attribute, the set
D of decision attributes and an object x ∈ U by (B, x) → (D,
x), or in short B
D. Decision table is a finite set of “if ...
Then” decision rules. With every decision rule three
coefficients are associated: the certainty, the coverage, and
the strength factors of the rule. These factors are wellknown criteria for evaluating decision rules.
The
Supp B
D) is the support of the decision rule B
D
and defined as:
Supp B
D
| x B d | . . . (21)
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For any deciision rule B
D, the degrree Cer(B
D) of
ceertainty, its innterpreted as the
t frequencyy of objects haaving
thhe property D in the set off objects havinng the properrty D,
annd is defined as:
a
S

D

Cerr(B

B
|

D

B |

. . . (22)

D) of
For any decision rule B
D, the degreee Cov(B
cooverage, its innterpreted as the
t frequencyy of objects haaving
thhe property B in the set of objects
o
having the property D, its
deefined as folloows:
S

D

Covv(B

B
| |

D

. . . (23)

Where the set d : is the decision
d
classs such that x ∈ Di.
Byy checking values
v
of alll condition attributes,
a
wee can
cllassify all disccernible elemeents in a giveen decision tabble to
thhose correct decision claasses. Every decision ruule is
chharacterized by
b the strenngth. The strrength meanss the
nuumber of objeect satisfying the
t condition part
p of the rule, i.e.
coovered by the rule, and beloonging to the suggested deccision
cllass. If the rulee is approximate, the strenggth is computeed for
eaach possible decision
d
class separately. Generally
G
speaaking,
strronger rules are
a more geneeral because thheir condition parts
arre shorter and less specializzed. The strenngth of the deccision
ruule can be defiined as:
σ B

D

S

B
| |

D

. . . (24)

The strengthh, certainty and coveragge factors caan be
innterpreted eithher as probabiilities (objectivve), or as a degree
d
off truth. Moreeover, they can be also interpreted as a
deeterministic flow
f
distributtion in flow graphs assocciated
w decision algorithms.
with
a
Thhis leads to a new
n look on Bayes’
B
thheorem [42] and
a its appliccations in reaasoning from data,
w
without
referrring to its probabilisticc character. The
cooefficients cann be computted from the data or can be a
suubjective asseessment. It iss shown that these coefficcients
saatisfy Bayes’ formula. Baayesian infereence methodoology
coonsists in upddating prior prrobabilities byy means of daata to
poosterior probaabilities, whicch express uppdated know
wledge
w
when
data becoome available..
VI.

and GDAP, a muulti-agent systeem has been implemented to
prov
vide a testiing platform
m. The who
ole system is
impllemented on a 6 Pc’s with an Intel Pentiium 4 processsor
at 300GHz, withh 3GB of Raam, connected
d with netwoork
Etheernet 512Mbpps. A networrk of cooperrative agents is
desig
gned, in whicch most agentt team are connected to eaach
otherr,the generatioon of this netw
work can follo
ow the approaach
prop
posed in [22].. For each eexperiment, th
here are unifiied
settin
ngs have to bee specified.
In
n Experimentt 1: The mainn goal of this experiment
e
is to
demo
onstrate the scalability of TADM algorithm and
a
comp
pare it with ETAP
E
and GD
DAP, as show
wn in figure 10
and figure 11, using
u
same environment and
a
settings, as
ows: The averrage number oof agent’s teaam is fixed att 8.
follo
The number of aggents range froom 100 to 600, depending on
the specific
s
test. The number of tasks is raange from 60 to
360. The number of resources ttypes is rangee from 10 to 600.

MENTS EVALU
UATION
EXPERIM

To evaluate the performaance of TADM
M, we compaare it
with Efficient Task
w
T
Allocatioon Protocol ETAP [18] andd with
thhe Greedy Disstributed Alloccation Protocool (GDAP) [19]. In
orrder to validatte the effectivveness of TAD
DM algorithm
m and
coompare it with ETAP andd GDAP twoo experimentts are
peerformed; eachh experiment has its own goal and settinggs. In
eaach experimeent to evaluaate the experriment resultss two
m
metrics
are evaaluated the Efficiency
E
Rattio and Run Time,
T
w
which
can be deefined as folloows:
The Efficienncy Ratio is the ratio beetween summ
mation
effficiency of finnished tasks and
a the total efficiency
e
exppected
off tasks. The efficiency off a task cann be calculateed as
foollows:
/
. . . (25)
Where:
is the rewardds gained from
suuccessfully finnishing the task.
is the resoources
reequired for acccomplishing thhe task. Run Time
T
is the tim
me of
peerforming TA
ADM algorithhm in the neetwork underr predeefined settings. The unit of
o Run Time is millisecondd. To
innvestigate the effects of TA
ADM, and com
mpare it with ETAP
E
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Figure 10: Thee Efficient Ratio oon different numb
ber of agents

Frrom figure 100, it is show
wn that when the number of
agen
nts is increasinng, the Efficieency Ratio of TADM is muuch
high
her and more stable than oof ETAP and
d GDAP that is
contiinually descennding with thee increasing of agents.
Fiigure 11 show
ws the Run T
Time of TAD
DM, GDAP and
a
ETA
AP when the numberof
n
agents in the nettwork change.. It
can be
b noticed thaat ETAP spennds more timee when there are
a
moree agents in thhe network, this is becau
use ETAP maake
many
y reallocatioon steps whhich results in time and
a
comm
munication ovverhead risingg. On the otheer hand, the tim
me
conssumption of GDAP is stteady during the entire test
t
process and keepps a lower levvel than ETA
AP, this becauuse
GDA
AP relies on neighbouring aagents only.

Figure 11: The
T Run Time on different numberr of agents

While
W
TADM avoid
a
these tw
wo drawbacks from the receent
systeems, and thhis experimennt shows th
hat the TAD
DM
perfo
ormance is fasster than that oof GDAP and
d ETAP.
In
n Experimentt 2: The mainn goal of this experiment
e
is to
test the influencee of team groouping on TA
ADM (i.e. shoow
how different averrage number oof agent’s team
m influences the
t
perfo
ormance of TADM)
T
and compare it with
w
ETAP and
a
GDA
AP, as shownn in figure 122 and figure 13, using sam
me
envirronment and settings, as ffollows: The average
a
numbber
of ag
gent’s team is
i fixed at 8. The numbeer of agents and
a
taskss are 50 andd 30 separateely. The averrage number of
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reesources for each
e
type is 30 and the aaverage numbber of
reesources requiired by each task is also 30.
3 The numbber of
reesources typess is 5.

prop
posed to generrate the rules that help in the
t performannce
of TADM.Finall
T
ly, a prelim
minary experriment is thhen
cond
ducted,
inndicating
that
TA
ADMhas
t
the
scalaabilityadvantaage comparingg to most receent systems. We
W
plan to proposee new algorrithm for th
he coordinatiion
mech
hanism selecttion in the decision supporrt module. Also,
we intend to proppose a coordinnation modulee in our DMA
AIS
mework.
fram
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